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rooms begin to disappear and Echo must solve the mystery of the wolf’s enchantment
before her time is up otherwise Echo, the wolf, and Hal will be lost forever.
The Boy Who Loved Everyone Jane Porter 2021-01-04 On his first day of preschool,
Dimitri’s vocal affection for everything is met with wary reactions—until his
guileless words begin to take root and grow. Dimitri may be small, but his heart
is as big and as open as a cloudless blue sky. “I love you,” Dimitri tells his new
classmates at preschool. “I love you,” Dimitri tells the class guinea pig and the
ants on the ground. “I love you,” Dimitri tells the paintbrushes and the tree with
heart-shaped leaves. So why doesn’t anyone say “I love you” back? Could love also
be expressed in unspoken ways? In a familiar story of navigating the social cues
of new friendship, author Jane Porter and illustrator Maisie Paradise Shearring
offer a thoughtful tribute to the tender ones—those who spread kindness simply by
being, and who love without bounds.
Heat Wave TJ Klune 2022-07-19 Heat Wave is the explosive finale to the thrilling
and “uproariously funny” (Sophie Gonzales) Extraordinaries trilogy by New York
Times and USA Today bestselling author TJ Klune! Nick, Seth, Gibby, and Jazz are
back in action bringing justice, protection, and disaster energy to the people of
Nova City. An unexpected hero returns to Nova City and crash lands into Nick's
home, upturning his life, his family, and his understanding of what it means to be
a hero in the explosive finale of the thrilling and hilarious Extraordinaries
trilogy by New York Times bestselling author TJ Klune. Praise for The
Extraordinaries An Indie Bestseller! An Indie Next Pick! A Gold Nautilus Book
Award Winner! “Half a love-letter to fandom, half self-aware satire, and wholly
lovable. I haven't read anything quite like this before!” —Sophie Gonzales, author
of Only Mostly Devastated “The most down-to-earth book about superheroes I've ever
read. I laughed, I cried, and I had a smile on my face the entire time I was
reading it.” —Mason Deaver, bestselling author of I Wish You All the Best At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
A Destiny of Dragons TJ Klune 2017-06-30 Life is good for wizard Sam of Wilds and
Knight Commander Ryan Foxheart, until Sam's grandmother, leader of the gypsy clan,
comes to the City of Lockes with a dire prophecy.
Under the Whispering Door Sneak Peek TJ Klune 2021-07-13 A Man Called Ove meets
The Good Place in this delightful new queer love story from TJ Klune, author of
the New York Times and USA Today bestseller The House in the Cerulean Sea.
Download a FREE sneak peek today! When a reaper comes to collect Wallace from his
own funeral, Wallace begins to suspect he might be dead. And when Hugo, the owner
of a peculiar tea shop, promises to help him cross over, Wallace decides he’s
definitely dead. But even in death he’s not ready to abandon the life he barely
lived, so when Wallace is given one week to cross over, he sets about living a

Brothersong TJ Klune 2022-09-01 The beloved fantasy romance sensation by New York
Times bestselling author TJ Klune, about love, loyalty, betrayal, and joy. The
Bennett family has a secret: They're not just a family, they're a pack.
Brothersong is Carter Bennett's story. In the ruins of Caswell, Maine, Carter
Bennett learned the truth of what had been right in front of him the entire time.
And then it—he—was gone. Desperate for answers, Carter takes to the road, leaving
family and the safety of his pack behind, all in the name of a man he only knows
as a feral wolf. But therein lies the danger: wolves are pack animals, and the
longer Carter is on his own, the more his mind slips toward the endless void of
Omega insanity. But he pushes on, following the trail left by Gavin. Gavin, the
son of Robert Livingstone. The half-brother of Gordo Livingstone. What Carter
finds will change the course of the wolves forever. Because Gavin’s history with
the Bennett pack goes back further than anyone knows, a secret kept hidden by
Carter’s father, Thomas Bennett. And with this knowledge comes a price: the sins
of the fathers now rest upon the shoulders of their sons. The Green Creek Series
is for adult readers. Now available from Tor Books. At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A Wizard of Earthsea Ursula K. Le Guin 2012 A boy grows to manhood while
attempting to subdue the evil he unleashed on the world as an apprentice to the
Master Wizard.
Unspeakable Words Sarah Madison 2017-03-10 When Agents Parker and Flynn are
assigned to work together to solve a cold case and stop a killer, the tension
between them comes from more than their conflicting investigative styles.
Echo North Joanna Ruth Meyer 2019-01-15 "Epic and engrossing. Magic pulsates
through every page.” —Kirkus, starred review "...a compelling, satisfying romantic
adventure with metafictional undertones.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review “A
marvelous, enchanting tale about the power of love and stories.” —Rosamund Hodge,
New York Times bestselling author of Cruel Beauty "...beautifully written
retelling..." - School Library Journal Echo Alkaev’s safe and carefully structured
world falls apart when her father leaves for the city and mysteriously disappears.
Believing he is lost forever, Echo is shocked to find him half-frozen in the
winter forest six months later, guarded by a strange talking wolf—the same
creature who attacked her as a child. The wolf presents Echo with an ultimatum: if
she lives with him for one year, he will ensure her father makes it home safely.
But there is more to the wolf than Echo realizes. In his enchanted house beneath a
mountain, each room must be sewn together to keep the home from unraveling, and
something new and dark and strange lies behind every door. When centuries-old
secrets unfold, Echo discovers a magical library full of books- turned-mirrors,
and a young man named Hal who is trapped inside of them. As the year ticks by, the
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lifetime in seven days. Hilarious, haunting, and kind, Under the Whispering Door
is an uplifting story about a life spent at the office and a death spent building
a home. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Fatal Shadows Josh Lanyon 2012-05 Someone's out to get Los Angeles bookseller
Adrien English. His best friend has been viciously murdered, now he's getting
weird phone calls and sinister gifts from a mysterious "admirer." The cops think
he's trying to divert suspicion from himself--with the exception of sexy and
homophobic homicide detective Jake Riordan. Is his offer to help Adrien on the
level or is he out to nail his favorite suspect--to the wall?
My Fair Captain J. L. Langley 2018 While undercover on the Regency world of
Regelence, Intergalactic Navy Captain Nate Hawkins meets Prince Aiden Townsend, an
artist who rejects politics. They are drawn into a web of intrigue, conspiracy...
and passion.
Burn T. J. Klune 2012-02-06 Elementally Evolved: Book One Set in a world that
closely resembles our own, Burn is a story of redemption and betrayal, of family
and sacrifice, which leads to the greatest question of all: how far would you go
to save the ones you love? Fifteen years ago, Felix Paracel killed his mother with
fire that shot from his hands. Since then, he has hidden from forces bent on
exploiting him and his fire and wind Elemental abilities. But Felix's world is
about to change, because he is Findo Unum--the Split One--and his coming has been
foretold for generations. Though Felix's arrival brings great joy to the Elemental
world, it also heralds a coming darkness. No one knows this better than Seven, the
mysterious man who rescued Felix from that horrible fire years ago and then
disappeared... who now has returned to claim what's rightfully his: Felix's heart.
But even as Felix begins to trust Seven and his feelings about his place in the
world, the darkness reveals itself, bringing consequences no one could have
predicted.
Withered + Sere Tj Klune 2019-11-26 Once upon a time, humanity could no longer
contain the rage that swelled within, and the world ended in a wave of fire. One
hundred years later, in the wasteland formerly known as America, a broken man who
goes only by the name of Cavalo survives. Purposefully cutting himself off from
what remains of civilization, Cavalo resides in the crumbling ruins of the North
Idaho Correctional Institution. A mutt called Bad Dog and a robot on the verge of
insanity comprise his only companions. Cavalo himself is deteriorating, his
memories rising like ghosts and haunting the prison cells. It's not until he makes
the dangerous choice of crossing into the irradiated Deadlands that Cavalo comes
into contact with a mute psychopath, one who belongs to the murderous group of
people known as the Dead Rabbits. Taking the man prisoner, Cavalo is forced not
only to face the horrors of his past, but the ramifications of the choices made
for his stark present. And it is in the prisoner that he will find a possible
future where redemption is but a glimmer that darkly shines. The world has died.
This is the story of its remains.
Into This River I Drown TJ Klune 2013 Five years ago, Benji Green lost his beloved
father, Big Eddie, when his truck crashed into a river. Everyone called it an
accident, but Benji knows it was more. Even years later, he's buried in his grief,
throwing himself into managing Big Eddie's convenience store in the small-town of
Roseland, Oregon. Surrounded by his mother and three aunts, he lives day to day,
struggling to keep his head above water. But Roseland is no ordinary place. With
ever more frequent dreams of his father's death and waking visions of feathers on
the river's surface, Benji finds his definition of reality bending. He thinks
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himself haunted; by ghosts or memories, he can no longer tell. Not until a man
falls from the sky, leaving the burning imprint of wings on the ground, does Benji
begin to understand that the world is more mysterious than he ever imagined--and
more dangerous. As uncontrollable forces descend on Roseland, they reveal longhidden truths about friends, family, and the stranger Calliel--a man Benji can no
longer live without.
The Poison Song (the Winnowing Flame Trilogy 3) Jen Williams 2020-01-23 From two
time British Fantasy Award-winning author, Jen Williams, comes the electrifying
conclusion to the Winnowing Flame trilogy. Exhilarating epic fantasy for fans of
Robin Hobb. 'One of the best fantasy novels of the year, if not the decade' James
Oswald 'A fitting finale, triumphant and bittersweet in all the best ways'
SciFiNow All is chaos. All is confusion. The Jure'lia are weak, but the war is far
from over. Ebora was once a glorious city, defended by legendary warriors and
celebrated in song. Now refugees from every corner of Sarn seek shelter within its
crumbling walls, and the enemy that has poisoned their land won't lie dormant for
long. The deep-rooted connection that Tormalin, Noon and the scholar Vintage share
with their Eboran war-beasts has kept them alive so far. But with Tor distracted,
and his sister Hestillion hell-bent on bringing ruthless order to the next
Jure'lia attack, the people of Sarn need all the help they can get. Noon is no
stranger to playing with fire and knows just where to recruit a new - and powerful
- army. But even she underestimates the epic quest that is to come. It is a
journey wrought with pain and sacrifice - a reckoning that will change the face of
Sarn forever. Join forces with the heroes of the WINNOWING FLAME TRILOGY as they
strive to silence the Jure'lia's poison song once and for all. What readers are
saying about the WINNOWING FLAME trilogy: 'The woman is a genius! Modern and fresh
fantasy... one of my favourite series of the last few years and it ended super
strong' 'A fitting end to the trilogy and I am very sad to be leaving this world
behind' 'Loved it! When I grow up, I want to be a war-beast' 'Williams knocks it
out of the park' 'All the stars for this. ALL... An exceptional finale that
exceeded every expectation' 'Feminist fantasy at its best' 'The perfect conclusion
to an epic and epically brilliant fantasy trilogy. Jen Williams is a master'
'Brilliantly creative fantasy' 'Great pacing, top-notch writing, quality
characterisation, plenty of action!' 'More action, scarier monsters and a more
expansive story' 'Be ready for some great reveals and twists that may break your
heart, but that will overall leave you fist pumping the air' 'The world building
continues to blow my mind'
Bear, Otter, and the Kid Tj Klune 2015-11-26 Three years ago, Bear McKenna s
mother took off for parts unknown with her new boyfriend, leaving Bear to raise
his six-year-old brother Tyson, aka the Kid. Somehow they ve muddled through, but
since he s totally devoted to the Kid, Bear isn t actually doing much living with
a few exceptions, he s retreated from the world, and he s mostly okay with that.
Until Otter comes home. Otter is Bear s best friend s older brother, and as they
ve done for their whole lives, Bear and Otter crash and collide in ways neither
expect. This time, though, there s nowhere to run from the depth of emotion
between them. Bear still believes his place is as the Kid s guardian, but he can t
help thinking there could be something more for him in the world... something or
someone. "
Tigers and Devils Sean Kennedy 2015-11-26 "2nd Edition " The most important things
in Simon Murray s life are football, friends, and film in that order. His friends
despair of him ever meeting someone, but despite his loneliness, Simon is cautious
about looking for more. Then his best friends drag him to a party, where he barges
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into a football conversation and ends up defending the honour of star forward
Declan Tyler unaware that the athlete is present. In that first awkward meeting,
neither man has any idea they will change each other s lives forever. Like his
entire family, Simon revels in living in Melbourne, the home of Australian Rules
football and mecca for serious fans. There, players are treated like gods until
they do something to fall out of public favour. This year, the public is taking
Declan to task for suffering injuries outside his control, so Simon s support is a
bright spot. But as Simon and Declan fumble toward a relationship, keeping Declan
s homosexuality a secret from well-meaning friends and an increasingly suspicious
media becomes difficult. Nothing can stay hidden forever. Soon Declan will have to
choose between the career he loves and the man he wants, and Simon has never been
known to make things easy for himself or for others. "First Edition published by
Dreamspinner Press, 2009.""
Storm the Earth Rebecca Kim Wells 2020-10-13 Maren and her girlfriend Kaia set out
to rescue Sev and free the dragons from the corrupt emperor in the explosive
finale to the journey that began with Shatter the Sky. Let them burn. Maren’s
world was shattered when her girlfriend, Kaia, was abducted by the Aurati. After a
daring rescue, they’ve finally been reunited, but Maren’s life is still in pieces:
Kaia seems more like a stranger than the lover Maren knew back home; Naava, the
mother of all dragons, has retreated into seclusion to recover from her wounds,
leaving Maren at a loss for how to set the rest of the dragons free; and worst of
all, her friend Sev has been captured by the emperor’s Talons. As a prisoner of
Zefed, Sev finds himself entangled in a treacherous game of court politics. With
more people joining the rebellion, whispers of a rogue dragon mistress spreading,
and escape seeming less likely with each passing day, Sev knows that it won’t be
long before the emperor decides to make an example of him. If he’s to survive,
he’ll have to strike first—or hope Maren reaches him in time. With the final
battle for Zefed looming, Maren must set aside her fears, draw upon all she’s
learned about her dragon-touched abilities, and face her destiny once and for all.
But when the fighting is over and the smoke clears, who will be left standing?
Love Spell Mia Kerick 2015-04-21 Strutting his stuff on the catwalk in black
patent leather pumps and a snug orange tuxedo as this year's Miss (ter) Harvest
Moon feels so very right to Chance Cesar, and yet he knows it should feel so very
wrong. As far back as he can remember, Chance has been "caught between genders."
(It's quite a touchy subject; so don't ask him about it.) However, he does not
question his sexual orientation. Chance has no doubt about his gayness-he is very
much out of the closet at his rural New Hampshire high school, where the other
students avoid the kid they refer to as "girl-boy." But at the local Harvest Moon
Festival, when Chance, the Pumpkin Pageant Queen, meets Jasper Donahue, the
Pumpkin Carving King, sparks fly. So Chance sets out, with the help of his BFF,
Emily, to make "Jazz" Donahue his man. An article in an online women's magazine,
Ten Scientifically Proven Ways to Make a Man Fall in Love with You (with a bonus
love spell thrown in for good measure), becomes the basis of their strategy to
capture Jazz's heart. Quirky, comical, definitely flamboyant, and with an inner
core of poignancy, Love Spell celebrates the diversity of a gender-fluid teen."
Between Lost and Found and Infinite Kathy Kimbray 2022-02 "Between Lost and Found
and Infinite" is a collection of sixty poems divided into three parts. "Lost"
explores the futility of unhappy endings. "Found" injects hope into despair,
rising with beautiful promise. "Infinite" lingers on the wonders of life and
reflects on the sweetness of the universe. With themes of memory, grief, selfdiscovery, relationships, and longing, this is a compilation to savor and cherish.
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Crisped + Sere Tj Klune 2019-11-26 Twenty-one days. In a world ravaged by fire and
descending into madness, Cavalo has been given an ultimatum by the dark man known
as Patrick: return Lucas to him and the cannibalistic Dead Rabbits, or the town of
Cottonwood and its inhabitants will be destroyed. But Lucas has a secret embedded
into his skin that promises to forever alter the shape of things to come-a secret
that Cavalo must decide if it's worth dying over, even as he wrestles with his own
growing attraction to the muted psychopath. Twenty-one days. Cavalo has twenty-one
days to prepare for war. Twenty-one days to hold what is left of his shredded
sanity together. Twenty-one days to convince the people of Cottonwood to rise up
and fight back. Twenty-one days to unravel the meaning behind the marks that cover
Lucas. A meaning that leads to a single word and a place of unimaginable power:
Dworshak.
Under the Whispering Door TJ Klune 2021-09-21 A NEW YORK TIMES, USA TODAY, AND
INDIE BESTSELLER An Indie Next Pick! A Man Called Ove meets The Good Place in
Under the Whispering Door, a delightful queer love story from TJ Klune, author of
the New York Times and USA Today bestseller The House in the Cerulean Sea. Welcome
to Charon's Crossing. The tea is hot, the scones are fresh, and the dead are just
passing through. When a reaper comes to collect Wallace from his own funeral,
Wallace begins to suspect he might be dead. And when Hugo, the owner of a peculiar
tea shop, promises to help him cross over, Wallace decides he’s definitely dead.
But even in death he’s not ready to abandon the life he barely lived, so when
Wallace is given one week to cross over, he sets about living a lifetime in seven
days. Hilarious, haunting, and kind, Under the Whispering Door is an uplifting
story about a life spent at the office and a death spent building a home. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
The Untamed Bride LP Stephanie Laurens 2009-10-27 New York Times bestselling
author Stephanie Laurens presents a brash, bold new series. They're battlehardened, sinfully wealthy, completely unstoppable—and all male: Four officers of
the Crown, fighting against a deadly foe known only as the Black Cobra. He is a
man who has faced peril without flinching, determined to fight for king and
country. She is a bold, beautiful woman with a scandalous past, destined to become
an untamed bride. Together they must vanquish the ruthless enemy, while
confronting the dangers of the heart . . .
Evershore (Skyward Flight: Novella 3) Brandon Sanderson 2021-12-28 From #1
bestselling author Brandon Sanderson and Janci Patterson comes the final of three
Skyward series novellas, each told from the perspective of a different member of
the team back on Detritus. Listen to Jorgen's story along with Cytonic. With the
government of Detritus in disarray because of Superiority treachery, and with
Spensa still away on her mission in the Nowhere, Jorgen must work together with
the alien Alanik to pick up the pieces. They intercept a strange transmission from
the planet Evershore and its Kitsen inhabitants, who say they have some of
Jorgen’s people and want to return them—but can the Kitsen be trusted? And can
Jorgen learn to master his increasingly erratic cytonic powers before they spiral
out of control and destroy all hope of forming an alliance against the
Superiority? Praise for Skyward An Instant New York Times Bestseller A Kirkus
Reviews Best Book of the Year • "Startling revelations and stakes-raising
implications . . . Sanderson plainly had a ball with this nonstop, highflying
opener, and readers will too." —Kirkus Reviews, starred review • "With this
action-packed trilogy opener, Sanderson offers up a resourceful, fearless heroine
and a memorable cast." —Publishers Weekly, starred review • "It is impossible to
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turn the pages fast enough." —Booklist
The Atlas Six Olivie Blake 2021-09-28 The much-acclaimed BookTok sensation, Olivie
Blake's The Atlas Six--now newly revised and edited with additional content. • The
tag #theatlassix has millions of views on TikTok • A dark academic debut fantasy
with an established cult following that reads like THE SECRET HISTORY meets THE
UMBRELLA ACADEMY • The first in an explosive trilogy The Alexandrian Society,
caretakers of lost knowledge from the greatest civilizations of antiquity, are the
foremost secret society of magical academicians in the world. Those who earn a
place among the Alexandrians will secure a life of wealth, power, and prestige
beyond their wildest dreams, and each decade, only the six most uniquely talented
magicians are selected to be considered for initiation. Enter the latest round of
six: Libby Rhodes and Nico de Varona, unwilling halves of an unfathomable whole,
who exert uncanny control over every element of physicality. Reina Mori, a
naturalist, who can intuit the language of life itself. Parisa Kamali, a telepath
who can traverse the depths of the subconscious, navigating worlds inside the
human mind. Callum Nova, an empath easily mistaken for a manipulative illusionist,
who can influence the intimate workings of a person’s inner self. Finally, there
is Tristan Caine, who can see through illusions to a new structure of reality—an
ability so rare that neither he nor his peers can fully grasp its implications.
When the candidates are recruited by the mysterious Atlas Blakely, they are told
they will have one year to qualify for initiation, during which time they will be
permitted preliminary access to the Society’s archives and judged based on their
contributions to various subjects of impossibility: time and space, luck and
thought, life and death. Five, they are told, will be initiated. One will be
eliminated. The six potential initiates will fight to survive the next year of
their lives, and if they can prove themselves to be the best among their rivals,
most of them will. Most of them. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Tell Me It's Real T. J. Klune 2013-02 Do you believe in love at first sight? Paul
Auster doesn't. Paul doesn't believe in much at all. He's thirty, slightly
overweight, and his best features are his acerbic wit and the color commentary he
provides as life passes him by. His closest friends are a two-legged dog named
Wheels and a quasibipolar drag queen named Helena Handbasket. He works a dead-end
job in a soul-sucking cubicle, and if his grandmother's homophobic parrot insults
him one more time, Paul is going to wring its stupid neck. Enter Vince Taylor.
Vince is everything Paul isn't: sexy, confident, and dumber than the proverbial
box of rocks. And for some reason, Vince pursues Paul relentlessly. Vince must be
messing with him, because there is no way Vince could want someone like Paul. But
when Paul hits Vince with his car--in a completely unintentional if-he-died-it'donly-be-manslaughter kind of way--he's forced to see Vince in a whole new light.
The only thing stopping Paul from believing in Vince is himself--and that is one
obstacle Paul can't quite seem to overcome. But when tragedy strikes Vince's
family, Paul must put aside any notions he has about himself and stand next to the
man who thinks he's perfect the way he is.
Magic Dark, Magic Divine A.J. Locke 2021-11-15 Falling asleep for almost 300 years
was never part of Pennrae’s plan. Of course, when you’re a mercenary with magical
abilities and defy a spellbinding prophecy...bad stuff happens. Now, magic is long
gone from the world. So Penn works as a karate instructor, trying very hard to
dodge her hot, flirty, and super annoying colleague, Callan. All is well until a
Jigori—a nightmarish magic-eating monster—shows up at a New York City street fair,
forcing Penn to use her Shaper magic, which allows her to transform wood and metal
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into deadly weapons. Now, the Jigori’s master has her scent, and their eye on
stealing her 300 years of life. If they succeed, Penn succumbs to centuries of
sleep again, and magic will be unleashed on a completely unprepared world. And to
add to her ridiculously complicated life, something isn’t quite right with Callan.
Which she could figure out if it weren’t for that evil, apocalyptic plot she’s
trying to stop. But Penn may not have a choice—Callan could be the secret weapon
she needs to save the world...
Unjustified Claims Kaje Harper 2021-04-06 His pack would've killed him for his
kinks and desires, but his human lover might destroy his wolf. Brandt Davis loved
being part of his Michigan werewolf pack, until they found his stash of gay porn.
He escaped their anger, running in wolf-form into the wilderness, but he can’t
live that way forever. And he can’t hide in fur like a coward when an injured man
needs his help. Ethan Sjulstad knows life is making him crazy when a solo hike
into the Minnesota Boundary Waters seems reasonable. Then a bad fall leaves him
seriously hurt and facing death. Delirious, he hallucinates being rescued by a big
gray wolf and a naked woodland godling. For a man who has always loved fantasy,
it's worth surviving just to find out what the hell is going on. (This is a
lightly edited rerelease of the 2014 original.)
A Long Petal of the Sea Isabel Allende 2020-01-21 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From
the author of The House of the Spirits, this epic novel spanning decades and
crossing continents follows two young people as they flee the aftermath of the
Spanish Civil War in search of a place to call home. “One of the most richly
imagined portrayals of the Spanish Civil War to date, and one of the strongest and
most affecting works in [Isabel Allende’s] long career.”—The New York Times Book
Review NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Esquire • Good Housekeeping •
Parade In the late 1930s, civil war grips Spain. When General Franco and his
Fascists succeed in overthrowing the government, hundreds of thousands are forced
to flee in a treacherous journey over the mountains to the French border. Among
them is Roser, a pregnant young widow, who finds her life intertwined with that of
Victor Dalmau, an army doctor and the brother of her deceased love. In order to
survive, the two must unite in a marriage neither of them desires. Together with
two thousand other refugees, Roser and Victor embark on the SS Winnipeg, a ship
chartered by the poet Pablo Neruda, to Chile: “the long petal of sea and wine and
snow.” As unlikely partners, the couple embraces exile as the rest of Europe
erupts in world war. Starting over on a new continent, they face trial after
trial, but they will also find joy as they patiently await the day when they might
go home. Through it all, their hope of returning to Spain keeps them going.
Destined to witness the battle between freedom and repression as it plays out
across the world, Roser and Victor will find that home might have been closer than
they thought all along. A masterful work of historical fiction about hope, exile,
and belonging, A Long Petal of the Sea shows Isabel Allende at the height of her
powers. Praise for A Long Petal of the Sea “Both an intimate look at the
relationship between one man and one woman and an epic story of love, war, family,
and the search for home, this gorgeous novel, like all the best novels, transports
the reader to another time and place, and also sheds light on the way we live
now.”—J. Courtney Sullivan, author of Saints for All Occasions “This is a novel
not just for those of us who have been Allende fans for decades, but also for
those who are brand-new to her work: What a joy it must be to come upon Allende
for the first time. She knows that all stories are love stories, and the greatest
love stories are told by time.”—Colum McCann, National Book Award–winning author
of Let the Great World Spin
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Crack the Darkest Sky Wide Open Eric Arvin 2013-05-17 Of humanity there are darker
tales. Stories that take some squinting to see through. Unconventional stories.
Tales that threaten to break the heart by cruel twists of fate, the dogs of war,
or demons that are all too real; whether they be of unrequited love or a karmic
slap in the face. Happy endings take a time in coming, and some never arrive. But
through all the darkness there is light, a glimmer of hope and wonder...if one has
the will to see it.
City of Strife Claudie Arseneault 2018-09-20 In the City of Spires, bickering
merchant families vie for power through shows of wealth and brutal trading wars.
Unspoken rules regulate their battles until an idealistic elven lord provokes the
powerful Myrian Empire. Nobles and commoners must fight to preserve their home,
even if the struggle shatters friendships and changes them irrevocably.
Own Your Magic Sampler Bethany C. Morrow 2020-07-20 Show the universe your power.
Download the free Own Your Magic Sampler! Includes chapter excerpts from 6 epic
new YA fantasies from Tor Teen—featuring Bethany C. Morrow (A Song Below Water),
Lauren Shippen (The Infinite Noise), Mark Oshiro (Each of Us a Desert), Sarah
Henning (The Princess Will Save You), TJ Klune (The Extraordinaries), and Sara B.
Larson (Sisters of Shadow and Light). At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Consumption of Magic T. J. Klune 2017-11-20 Sam of Wilds and his band of
misfits travel to the mountains in the North to convince the remaining dragons to
stand against Myrin. Along the way, Sam learns secrets of the past that will
change the course of the future.
The Extraordinaries Sneak Peek TJ Klune 2020-02-14 Some people are extraordinary.
Some are just extra. TJ Klune's YA debut, The Extraordinaries, is a queer comingof-age story about a fanboy with ADHD and the heroes he loves. Download a FREE
sneak peek today! Nick Bell? Not extraordinary. But being the most popular
fanfiction writer in the Extraordinaries fandom is a superpower, right? After a
chance encounter with Shadow Star, Nova City’s mightiest hero (and Nick’s biggest
crush), Nick sets out to make himself extraordinary. And he’ll do it with or
without the reluctant help of Seth Gray, Nick's best friend (and maybe the love of
his life). Rainbow Rowell's Fangirl meets Marissa Meyer's Renegades in TJ Klune's
YA debut. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Who We Are TJ Klune 2012 Sequel to Bear, Otter, and the Kid Bear, Otter, and the
Kid survived last summer with their hearts and souls intact. They've moved into
the Green Monstrosity, and Bear is finally able to admit his love for the man who
saved him from himself. But that's not the end of their story. How could it be?
The boys find that life doesn't stop just because they got their happily ever
after. There's still the custody battle for the Kid. The return of Otter's
parents. A first trip to a gay bar. The Kid goes to therapy, and Mrs. Paquinn
decides that Bigfoot is real. Anna and Creed doâ¦ well, whatever it is Anna and
Creed do. There are newfound jealousies, the return of old enemies, bad poetry,
and misanthropic seagulls. And through it all, Bear struggles to understand his
mother's abandonment of him and his brother, only to delve deeper into their
shared past. What he finds there will alter their lives forever and help him
realize what it'll take to become who they're supposed to be. Family is not always
defined by blood. It's defined by those who make us wholeâthose who make us who we
are.
Shatter the Sky Rebecca Kim Wells 2020-08-04 New England Book Award Finalist “A
top-notch dragon story…Both nuanced and real.” —Shelf Awareness (starred review)
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“I absolutely devoured it.” —Mackenzi Lee, bestselling author of The Gentleman’s
Guide to Vice and Virtue “Perfect for fans of Tamora Pierce, Renée Ahdieh, and
Cindy Pon.” —Saundra Mitchell, author of All the Things We Do in the Dark and
editor of YA anthology All Out A determined young woman sets out to rescue her
kidnapped girlfriend by stealing a dragon from the corrupt emperor in this
stunning fantasy debut that’s perfect for fans of Margaret Rogerson, Rae Carson,
and Rachel Hartman. Raised among the ruins of a conquered mountain nation, Maren
dreams only of sharing a quiet life with her girlfriend Kaia—until the day Kaia is
abducted by the Aurati, prophetic agents of the emperor, and forced to join their
ranks. Desperate to save her, Maren hatches a plan to steal one of the emperor’s
coveted dragons and storm the Aurati stronghold. If Maren is to have any hope of
succeeding, she must become an apprentice to the Aromatory—the emperor’s
mysterious dragon trainer. But Maren is unprepared for the dangerous secrets she
uncovers: rumors of a lost prince, a brewing rebellion, and a prophecy that
threatens to shatter the empire itself. Not to mention the strange dreams she’s
been having about a beast deep underground… With time running out, can Maren
survive long enough to rescue Kaia from impending death? Or could it be that Maren
is destined for something greater than she could have ever imagined?
Zombie Boyz Geoffrey Knight 2013-07
Flash Fire Sneak Peek TJ Klune 2021-05-04 Flash Fire is the explosive sequel to
The Extraordinaries by New York Times and USA Today bestselling author TJ Klune!
Download a FREE sneak peek today! Nick landed himself the superhero boyfriend of
his dreams, but with new heroes arriving in Nova City it’s up to Nick and his
friends to determine who is virtuous and who is villainous. Which is a lot to
handle for a guy who just wants to finish his self-insert bakery AU fanfic. Praise
for The Extraordinaries An Indie Bestseller! An Indie Next Pick! “Uproariously
funny, this razor-sharp book is half a love-letter to fandom, half self-aware
satire, and wholly lovable. I haven't read anything quite like this before!”
—Sophie Gonzales, author of Only Mostly Devastated “The most down-to-earth book
about superheroes I’ve ever read.” —Mason Deaver, bestselling author of I Wish You
All the Best At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Shatter Me Tahereh Mafi 2011-11-15 The gripping first installment in New York
Times bestselling author Tahereh Mafi’s Shatter Me series. One touch is all it
takes. One touch, and Juliette Ferrars can leave a fully grown man gasping for
air. One touch, and she can kill. No one knows why Juliette has such incredible
power. It feels like a curse, a burden that one person alone could never bear. But
The Reestablishment sees it as a gift, sees her as an opportunity. An opportunity
for a deadly weapon. Juliette has never fought for herself before. But when she’s
reunited with the one person who ever cared about her, she finds a strength she
never knew she had. And don’t miss Defy Me, the shocking fifth book in the Shatter
Me series!
The Northern Clemency Philip Hensher 2012-03-01 The award-winning author of "The
Mulberry Empire" presents a sweeping chronicle of ordinary lives that are
profoundly shaped by both the subtleties of everyday experience and the larger
forces of history.
Testing Lysander LM Somerton 2018-12-06 Feel the fear and do it anyway. Extreme
photographer Lysander Brock is accustomed to challenging places and situations but
nothing can prepare him for the journey that his dominant lover, Kyle Dawson,
takes him on. A commission to photograph the cloud forests of the Colombian Andes
becomes the cover for a dangerous mission to expose a terrorist group. Brock and
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Lysander must negotiate treacherous terrain, a hazardous climb and unexplored
caves to achieve their goal. When Lysander is captured and tortured, he has no
expectations of rescue. He understands that his life comes second to the mission
but Kyle has no intention of leaving his beautiful, submissive lover in the hands
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of a madman. Kyle can deal with the intense pressure of fighting lethal enemies
but the guilt of pushing Lysander into a life he never asked for is much harder to
accept. Lysander and Kyle journey together into a life of adventure, dominance and
submission, and an uncertain future.
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